A Note From Kat
It’s our 1st anniversary!! Wooo Hooo!!
We made it through a full year!! And
what a year it has been!!
We have experienced the fullness of
what the Universe can provide in
ways that I could never have even
imagined. I have to be honest here
and tell you that the law of attraction
isn’t even close to everything it’s
chalked up to be in the secret. It’s
more – it’s fuller – it’s wiser – it’s far
more expansive then anything I’ve read or seen on the subject
to date. ;-)
The most important thing I’ve learned and witnessed through
this year long experience is that action on inspirations is
imperative, even if the action didn’t look like it was related to
the intended result. In other words, if I do what I can to follow
my inspirations, using whatever tools I have at my disposal,
then over time, the Universe will provide what I need to
expand the inspiration closer and closer to the intended result
I want to achieve.

YES! It really works that way!
A little over a year ago we embarked on this crazy journey
with visions of sugar plums dancing in our heads. We wanted
to highlight people thriving, what thriving means – how it
supports life and to be an example of that ourselves. We
wanted to take our magazine to print; to have ‘spin off’
magazines bringing the many beautiful people doing
miraculous things to light in the public eye. We wanted to
become a voice of hope in a time when many feel hopeless.
We also wanted to make the internet version of The Magic

Happens Magazine an interactive, user friendly site that
inspired people to explore their highest potential.
We didn’t have the funds to create much of what we wanted.
We didn’t have the contacts to bring the wonderful projects to
light that we wanted to highlight. And truthfully, with so few of
us, we couldn’t write about everything we wanted to write
about.
We got to work anyway. We did what we could. We created
the website we did know how to create. We gathered the
people we knew who were thriving and asked them to write for
the magazine. We’ve tried some things that didn’t work and
we tried some things that did.

We did what we could with the tools we had.
Now we get to watch as the Universe lines up the rest and boy
is the Universe ever showing up with bells on!!
I can’t tell you any of the specifics just yet – there are a few
events that need to line up first – I can tell you this; the
people and funds we need have already made themselves
known to us. This magazine is about to become everything we
held in our thoughts and so much more. The needed
negotiations are underway and by the Autumn Edition we will
be able to share the ‘who’s’, the ‘how’s’ and the ‘when’s’ of at
least some of these amazing manifestations. :-)

We followed our inspired ideas into action to the best of our
ability and the Universe HAS answered with the rest and so
very much more then we could even dream of a year ago.
So often we hear of brilliant ideas coming from wonderful
caring people who are reluctant to move forward on their
inspirations because they believe they need all of the
components figured out before they start. The Magic Happens
Crew easily could have taken that route but if we had, the

opportunities and angels the Universe has sent our way never
would have come into view.
The manifestations that are taking place now happened
because there was a magazine for someone to notice. It wasn’t
the result of us talking to someone about our idea and vision;
it was the result of someone seeing our vision in action in spite
of it being a mere shadow of what we wanted it to be.

The ball doesn’t get pitched until you step up to the plate. ~
Kat
The Magic Happens Magazine is living proof that if one follows
ones inspirations into action, stays in love with their vision, all
things wanted will appear; gently, easily and without any
force.
So what are you dreaming about today? Will you step up to
the plate?
In Gratitude For All That Is And Will Be!
Kat McCarthy
Email Kat

"Don’t ask what the world needs.
Rather ask – what makes you come alive?
Then go and do it!
Because what the world needs is people
who have come alive"
— Howard Thurman

